$63bn removed from the global advertising market in 2020 due to the impact of COVID-19 – recovery will take at least two years

Traditional media have their worst year on record, led by sharp cuts in automotive, retail, and travel & transport ad budgets

WARC Global Advertising Trends: State of The Industry 2020/21

30 November 2020 – Global advertising spend is on course to fall by 10.2% – $63.4bn – to $557.3bn this year, led by sharp cuts in investment among the automotive, retail and travel & tourism sectors as a result of the COVID-19 outbreak finds WARC, the global marketing intelligence service.

The new projections, based on data from 100 markets worldwide, represent a downgrade of 2.1 percentage points compared to WARC’s previous global forecast of -8.1% made in May. It will take at least two years for the global ad market to fully recover, with a forecast 6.7% rise in 2021 only enough to recoup 59% of 2020’s losses. The advertising market would need to grow by 4.4% in 2022 to match 2019’s peak of $620.6bn.

Excluding the $4.9bn in campaign spending during the US presidential election cycle, the global ad market is set to contract by 11.0% – or $68bn – this year. In absolute terms, this is worse than the last recession in 2009, when the ad market contracted by $61.3bn (-12.9%). Further, after accounting for inflation, the real ad market decline is double the rate of the Great Recession.

Traditional media endure worst year on record

Traditional media have had a torrid year, accounting for the near-entirety of the advertising market decline in 2020. Globally, spend is down by a fifth (-19.7%), or $62.4bn, to a total of $253.9bn, with linear TV (-16.1%, down $29.9bn) seeing the largest absolute cut to ad budgets.

Cinema (-46.5%, down $1.5bn), out of home (-27.3%, -$11.3bn), newspapers (-25.5%, -$9.8bn), magazines (-25.4%, -$4.0bn) and radio (-18.4%, -$5.9bn), along with TV, all recorded their worst performance in WARC’s 40-year history of market monitoring. Most are expected to see growth in 2021, though this is more a reflection of a poor 2020 than a steady recovery.

The online advertising market – 54.4% of this year’s total – is flat (-0.3%) at $303.3bn, though this was the first year growth had not been recorded since the Dotcom crash in 2000.
Online video is the only ad format to have its prospects upgraded in the latest forecast; viewing leapt this year as nations imposed stay at home orders to quell the outbreak of the virus, and adspend is on course to rise by 7.9% to $52.7bn this year and a further 12.8% in 2021.

The automotive sector leads 2020 losses
Adspend within the automotive sector is down by a fifth (21.2%), or $11.0bn, to $41bn this year, meaning the sector is responsible for almost one in five (17.4%) lost dollars. The retail sector also curbed spend dramatically; a total of $54.3bn is 16.2% ($10.5bn) lower than in 2019.

The travel & tourism sector was acutely impacted by the global pandemic and this has resulted in adspend falling by more than a third (-33.8%, or $8.4bn) to $16.4bn this year. In a sign of the times, the government & non-profit sector was the only to increase adspend in 2020.

All product categories are set to increase advertising investment next year, with travel & tourism (+19.5%) leading growth, though only three sectors – telecoms & utilities (+10.6%), media & publishing (+8.4%) and business & industrial (+5.3%) – will top their 2019 total.

Summing up, James McDonald, Head of Data Content, WARC, and author of the research, says: “2020 was the most hostile year for the advertising economy ever seen in our 40 years of market monitoring. Some platforms – such as e-commerce and social properties – have emerged from this year relatively unscathed, but the vast majority of the media landscape has witnessed a severe material impact.

"An immediate bounce back is not on the horizon; while growth is expected in most corners of the industry next year, this will be more reflective of a tumultuous 2020 than a sterling 2021. Rising unemployment is set to depress consumption demand well into next year, and though the prospect of a vaccination programme offers cause for optimism among consumers and businesses, it may only be a waypoint in a recovery that stretches two years.”

Trends by media and format

- **Linear TV**: Spend is set to fall 16.1% – or $29.9bn – to $155.6bn this year, 27.9% of all global adspend. This means 2020 was the worst year on record for TV. Despite a fillip from presidential campaign spending, the US TV market – the world's largest – still fell by a tenth this year to $54.4bn. Globally, TV adspend is expected to rise by just 1.1% in 2021, leaving the market 15.2% lower than its pre-COVID total in 2019.

- **Out of home**: The OOH sector has suffered from a severe lack of reach during international lockdowns – spend is on course to fall by 27.3%, or $11.3bn, in 2020. Out of home is then forecast to be the second-fastest growing medium in 2021, with adspend rising by a fifth (20.2%), though a total of $36.3bn will be 12.7% lower than in 2019.

- **Cinema**: Like out of home, cinema advertising has been heavily impacted by lockdown conditions. Brand investment has fallen by almost a half (-46.5%) this year, but cinema will lead 2021 growth with a 41.2% rise.

- **Linear radio**: Investment in radio ads is projected to fall by 18.4% – or $5.9bn – this year, before rising by a mild 4.6% in 2021. This will put 2021 radio spend 14.7% lower than in 2019.

- **Newspapers**: Spend on print newspapers is down by $9.8bn – or -25.5% – in 2020. This is the worst performance for newspapers in more than 40 years, and the market is expected to be largely flat (-0.4%) in 2021.

- **Magazines**: Like newspapers, print magazines have been heavily impacted by reduced circulation. Advertiser spend has fallen by a quarter (-25.4%), or $4.0bn in 2020, with a similar level of investment forecast next year.
- **Social media**: Social formats, combined, were the strongest performers in 2020, recording total growth of 9.3% to $98.3bn. Social spend is then set to rise 12.2% in 2021, pushing the market to a value of $110.3bn, almost a fifth (18.6%) of all advertising spend.

- **Online video**: The only format to have its growth prospects upgraded, spend is on course to rise 7.9% to $52.7bn in 2020. Online video is also expected to be the fastest-growing format in 2021, with spend up by 12.8%.

- **Paid search**: The search market is expected to decline by 1.9% this year before rebounding in 2021 with growth of 7.0%. This would push the market’s value to $130.6bn in 2021, more than a fifth (22.0%) of all advertising spend.

### Trends by region

- **North America**: In North America, where 39.6% of global adspend is transacted, ad investment is down by 4.3% – or $9.9bn – to $221.0bn this year, encompassing a 4.1% fall in the US (down $9.0bn to $209.9bn) and a 7.8% dip in Canada (to $11.1bn). The region will see spend rise by 3.8% next year, with the US recouping 89% of 2020’s losses.

- **Asia-Pacific**: Advertising spend is expected to fall 9.7% ($18.8bn) to $174.4bn in 2020, before rising by 8.5% in 2021. China (+7.7%, up $6.5bn to $91.8bn), Japan (+10.2%, up $3.8bn to $41.6bn), Australia (+13.2%, up $1.3bn to $10.8bn) and India (+14.2%, up $964m to $7.7bn) are all set to record growth in 2021 following declines in ad trade this year.

- **Europe**: European adspend is down 14.5% – $21.5bn – to $127.0bn this year, with France leading key market decline at -16.7% (down $2.7bn to $13.4bn). The region is forecast to grow by 10.2% next year, recovering 60% of 2020’s losses. The UK (+14.7%, up $3.9bn to $30.6bn), Germany (+9.0%, up $2.0bn to $24.6bn), Spain (+12.5%, up $783m to $7.1bn), France (+7.1%, up $593m to $14.4bn), Italy (+11.3%, up $851m to $8.4bn) and Russia (+6.8%, up $579m to $9.1bn) are all set to see ad market growth next year.

- **Latin America**: Adspend is projected to fall by almost a third (-32.3%) in 2020, led by a sharp decline in the largest market, Brazil (-43.2%, down $6.5bn to $8.5bn), though this is inflated by a sharp devaluation of the Brazilian Real against the US dollar. Spend is expected to be flat in Latin America next year as the greenback remains strong.

- **Middle East**: While not as severely impacted by COVID-19 as other regions, adspend in the Middle East is still set to fall by a fifth (20.2%) – or $2.9bn – to $11.3bn in 2020, as oil-rich economies suffer from falling commodity prices. Growth of 7.0% is forecast for next year.

- **Africa**: Spend is expected to fall by almost a quarter (23.3%) to $5.0bn this year, with a mild rise of 2.1% expected in 2021 as key markets start to recover from sustained recessions.

### Trends by product category

- **Telecoms & utilities**: 2021’s biggest expected category saw only minor decline in 2020. Global advertising spend is projected to fall 2.9% (down $2.1bn to $70.4bn) this year and then rise by double-digits in 2021 (+10.6%, up $7.5bn to $77.8bn). Online spend is forecast to grow by 5.6% in 2020 with this accelerating to 11.5% next year. Although all traditional media will see higher investment in 2021, these levels will remain below 2019 spend.

- **Media & publishing**: Advertising spend from media brands is expected to top $70bn worldwide next year for the first time, growing 8.4% (up $5.5bn to $71.4bn). This follows a projected 4.6% decline in 2020 (down $3.2bn to $65.9bn). TV advertising is expected to see the softest decline among traditional media this year (down 10.9% to $16.1bn) but is also forecast to see a 1.4% contraction next year.

- **Business & industrial**: Investment is projected to remain relatively flat for business advertisers, with an expected drop of 2.7% (down $1.7bn to $60.8bn) this year being the
softest rate of decline among all categories. Growth of 5.3% (up $3.2bn to $64.0bn) projected next year means 2021’s investment will be only 2.5% higher than in 2019.

- **Retail**: Advertising spend from retailers will see one of the softest rebounds next year. Total investment is forecast to fall 16.2% this year (down $10.5bn to $54.3bn), with only an increase of 5.9% projected for 2021 (up $3.2bn to $57.5bn). Online spend is expected to drop 3.4% in 2020 but see 6.9% growth next year.

- **Automotive**: Social lockdowns have limited travel this year, though health benefits from private vehicles and delayed purchases mean 2021 is key for automotive brands. Advertising investment is projected to fall by one-fifth (-21.2%, down $11.0bn) to $41.1bn in 2020, one of the steepest rates of decline. However, the automotive category is one of few to see double-digit growth in 2021, rising 14.1% (up $5.8bn) to $46.9bn.


This latest Global Ad Trends report complements WARC’s recently released [Marketer’s Toolkit 2021](https://www.warc.com/data), a guide to six major challenges facing brands in the year ahead, helping businesses plan in context and seek new opportunities to develop effective strategies for growth.

Global Ad Trends, a bi-monthly report which draws on WARC’s dataset of advertising and media intelligence to take a holistic view on current industry developments, is part of WARC Data, a dedicated independent and objective one-stop online service which rigorously harmonises, aggregates, verifies and evaluates data from over 100 reputable sources, including Nielsen, featuring current advertising benchmarks, forecasts, data points and trends in media investment and usage.

WARC Data is available by subscription only. For more information visit [https://www.warc.com/data](https://www.warc.com/data)
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**WARC – The global authority on advertising and media effectiveness**
WARC is part of Ascential: the path-to-purchase company that combines intelligence, data and insights to drive growth in the digital economy. We do this by delivering an integrated set of business-critical products in the key areas of product design, marketing and sales.

WARC powers the marketing segment by providing rigorous and unbiased evidence, expertise and guidance to make marketers more effective. WARC services include best practice guides, case studies, research papers, special reports and advertising trend data, webinars, awards, events and advisory services.

WARC has 1,200 client companies, 75,000 active users in 100+ countries; collaborates with 50+ industry partners; has offices in the UK, US and Singapore.

**WARC Data - The most rigorous and accurate benchmarks for media planning and strategy in the world**
WARC Data sets new industry-standard for net advertising investment due to our unique methodology: HAVE. We harmonise, aggregate, verify and evaluate data to provide expert analysis drawn from over 40 years of experience. Our sources now, include a collaboration with Nielsen, allowing users to benchmark their strategy by category, channel and country.

**WARC Data – methodology**
WARC’s advertising expenditure data are net of discounts, include agency commission and exclude productions costs. Data is drawn from media owners – either directly or via the industry bodies in each market. Nielsen’s data are, for the most, reported at a gross level and are calculated by applying rate card prices to volume.

Through a collaboration, WARC has now harmonised Nielsen’s gross figures with net media owner data to create an entirely new and unique measure of advertising investment across 19 product verticals in 25 markets. The harmonisation factors in the formats Nielsen monitors and pairs these with the formats offered by media owners; totals are therefore balanced to account for any lack of coverage in the Nielsen data.

This results in trustworthy data, far closer to reality than equivalent data from other sources. All other data are verified prior to publication, we ensure our partners use watertight approaches to market monitoring.